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ties such as Milton Erikson, Andrew
eil, Jane Fonda, or John Travis, who

ave influenced and inspired narratives
ike “self-hypnosis,” “self-healing,” “fit-
ess,” or “wellness.” Harrington’s view
eems a little too East Coast– bound and
robably undervalues some important
est Coast impulses for mind-body
edicine, like the Esalen Institute, the
ew Age movement, and/or humanistic
sychology. A mentioning of major in-
ernational policy initiatives such as

HO’s new public health strategy, for-
ulated in the 1986 Ottawa Charter for
ealth Promotion, would have added

n important policy dimension, which
uilds intersectorial responsibility for
ealth policy. By hinting at the latest
arrative of “the power of the brain” and
he extensive media attention to the re-
ults of recent brain imaging technolo-
ies, she could have provided a glimpse
nto the future of mind-body medicine
arratives.
Regardless, The Cure Within is an excel-

ent work, and there are limits to what can
e realistically covered in a single book. It
eserves the attention of all of those
hose goal it is to reduce the detrimental

ides of the ongoing struggles between the
ifferent “cultures of medicine” and better
ocus on the common narrative of mind-
ody medicine and traditional medicine:
improving human health by using all
vailable proven care strategies, empower
elf-healing potentials and mutual social
upport.”

Helmut Milz, MD
Marquarstein, Germany
b

eviews
erb, Nutrient, and Drug Interactions:
linical Implications and
herapeutic Strategies
y Mitchell Bebel Stargrove, Jonathan
reasure, and Dwight L. McKee Mosby, 2008
SBN: 978-0-323-02964-3.

erb, Nutrient, and Drug Interactions:
Clinical Implications and Therapeu-
tic Strategies is an essential refer-
ence for all physicians, nurses,

nd health practitioners, especially those
nvolved in integrative medicine. It is also
n excellent reference for pharmacists, nu-
ritionists, students, and medical libraries.
t would be extremely useful for practicing
rthodox physicians who are oriented to
rug-centered therapy, although it is un-
ertain how much penetration this impor-
ant book will have in standard medical
ractice. I say it is uncertain because al-
hough many patients use herbs and mi-
ronutrients, 70% of them do not tell their
hysician, who has little or no knowledge
f their use or of their interactions. If the
octor becomes aware of the situation, it
an all too often evoke a knee-jerk re-
ponse of halting intake of the herb or
icronutrient, even it may augment drug

herapy and enhance outcomes. This

ook is not drug-centered; it is patient-

EXPLORE Septe
entered in that the health practitioner
nd patient are made aware of the negative
r sometimes positive benefits and inter-
ctions between the drugs they are pre-
cribed and the micronutrients and herbs
hey are taking sub rosa.

This book is dynamic, interactive, and
atient-oriented. Health practitioners are
nvited to communicate with the authors
nd establish references and experiences
hat may not already be in the voluminous
eference resource. These references are so
xtensive that they are on a separate CD at
he end of the book. Further, an online
orum offers emerging news on interac-
ion topics to make the reference pool a
rowing and living fund of knowledge
ather than a static resource. It is dynamic
ecause it not only relates the positive and
egative interactions of supplements with
rugs, but also drugs with supplements,
nd where there are clear indications of
upplement superiority over the drug ther-
py, critical evaluation is provided by the
uthors. The authors not only quantita-
ively measure the benefits or detriments
f the supplement/drug interactions, but
lso qualitatively evaluate the validity of
he references based on consensus opin-
on, scarcity of data, and probability. They
lso clearly define the situation: when the
wo are contraindicated in use because of
ncompatibility or when used under close
bservation or ad libitum. The informa-
ion is extremely well written, well refer-
nced, and is an outstanding source of
ackground information, not only of the
rugs and their efficacy but the micronu-
rients and herbs in their own right. I can
ecommend this book unhesitatingly for
ll practitioners who are committed to and
nterested in patient care and who have a
rue concern for detailed fact gathering
nd efficacy in optimizing medical ther-
py and quality of life.

Gerald M. Lemole, MD
Christiana Care Health System
Wilmington, DE
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